
Security first
Keep your device
and data safe

https://www.android.com/enterprise/recommended/


Learn more

Security is built into every layer of our new  
moto g pro to keep your device and data safe. 
Protect against online threats and enjoy the 
latest innovations, whilst knowing your phone 
is running as smoothly as ever. 



Keep your data safe
Keep your work and personal 
information safe with  
Android One5

Powered for longer2

4000mAh battery 
and 18w charger

Pinpoint precision stylus
Perfect for taking notes, mark 
up of screen shots or copying 
and pasting text



Keep your data safe
Stay up to date with the latest version of Android One. Including, three years 
of monthly security patches5 and two OS upgrades guaranteed5.

Powered for longer
4000 mAh battery life can deliver up to two days 
of battery life².

Ultra responsive performance and great storage
Powered by a Qualcomm® Snapdragon™ 665 octa-core processor 
with 4 GB of RAM and 128 GB on-device storage.

Near Field Communication (NFC)
For easy payment and easy exchange of files 
with colleagues.

Ultimate multi-media
6.4” FHD+ Max Vision display and dual stereo speakers, 
tuned by Dolby®.

48 MP¹ triple camera system
Night Vision mode gives you stunning clarity and accurate colours even in 
the dark. Dedicated action camera lets you shoot ultra-wide angle videos  
in landscape mode. Macro Vision camera gets you 5x closer to your subject.

Experience Pinpoint precision stylus
Take handwritten notes on your screen, mark up screenshots, sketch 
and copy & paste text.



Better performance and great storage
A powerful Qualcomm® Snapdragon™ 665 octa-core processor with  
AI engine improves performance and power efficiency, and ensures  
lag-free multitasking. With 4 GB of RAM you can move between apps 
and files more smoothly. The 128 GB on-device storage enables you  
to carry more with you without the need to access files in the cloud. 

Ultimate multimedia
A 6.4” FHD+ Max Vision display provides maximum viewing with  
a 19:9 aspect ratio for a captivating viewing experience in the palm  
of your hand, and allows for easier multitasking. The stereo speakers 
tuned by Dolby® output even louder volumes4 – great for when  
you’re on a conference call or webinar. 

Quad Pixel camera 
Capture outstanding shots when in the field with a 48 MP¹ triple 
camera system featuring artificial intelligence. 

Night Vision mode to bring out the details and colours that 
otherwise would get lost in the dark. 

The dedicated action camera lets you fit 4x more in the frame3 
with the 117o ultra-wide action video and the enhanced video  
stabilization makes sure everything stays smooth. 

The Macro Vision camera gets you 5x closer for incredible 
close-ups and laser autofocus makes sure you never miss  
a moment– great for your workforce who want to capture  
scenes on a site.

Keep your data safe
Moto g pro comes with security protection integrated into every layer. 
The device has the latest Andriod™ mobile software built-in and 
includes: three years of monthly security patches5 and two OS 
upgrades guaranteed5. 

Data encryption and other Android enterprise-grade security features  
all work together to prevent leaks and phishing, block malware and  
protect sensitive data. The easy-to-use and bloatware-free interface 
protects against online threats, so you get the most out of your device. 
Whilst, Google Play Protect scans and verifies over 50 billion apps 
each day, using Google’s™ machine learning to help keep your phone 
secure. Get to what you need faster and be sure that your device  
stays fortified with updates. 

Stay powered for longer
Designed to last up to two days on a single charge², the 4000 mAh 
battery keeps going for as long as you do. Continue to work and stay 
connected whilst out of the office or traveling. For down time; stream 
music for up to 143 hours, watch shows and movies for up to 19 hours. 
Plus get 22 days of standby time, knowing you have battery life when 
you need it most.

Pinpoint precision stylus
The stylus is seamlessly integrated with the MotoNote app, so you can 
take handwritten notes or add comments to a screenshot, write down 
your ideas, draw or sketch with precision. If you need to share a chart 
from a report - use your stylus to copy a specific item and place it  
in a new email or document.

NFC
Near Field Communication allows you to quickly and easily pay 
for business expenses and share files with colleagues.

Learn more

Security is built into every layer of our new 
moto g pro to keep your device and data safe.
Protect against online threats and enjoy the 
latest innovations, whilst knowing your phone
is running as smoothly as ever.

Datasheet

Display

Capacity 4000mAh

Charger Turbo Power™ charging USB-C 
(18W charger supplied)

Battery life Up to 2 days of battery life2

Dimensions 158.55mm x 75.88mm x 9.2mm

Weight 192g

Material Conductive fibre cloth nib+ SUS metal 
body  +  PC  resin cap

Included Yes

Battery

StylusMain camera MPx
· 48MP1 Quad Pixel technology 
· 2MP (Macro) 
· 16MP (Video + wide angle) + ToF

Front camera MPx 16MP

Cameras

Operating system Android 10™ (Android One)

CPU Qualcomm Snapdragon™  SD665  
octa-core processor

GPU Adreno 610

Memory 4GB RAM

Internal Storage 128GB Internal Storage

Biometrics Fingerprint sensor

Sensors Compass, Gyroscope, Proximity, 
Accelerometer, Ambient Light

Performance

Bands

GSM : 850/900/1800/1900 
*CDMA: 850/1900 *region dependent
UMTS : 850/900/1900/2100/1700 
**LTE Bands: 1,2,3,4,5,7,8,12,13,14,17, 
18,19,20,25,26,29,30,38,39,40,41,
66,71 **model dependent

Max Download speed 390Mbps - cat 13

Wi-Fi 4G  
a/b/g/n/ac dual band 2.4GHz & 5GHz

Bluetooth Bluetooth® 5.0

NFC Yes

SIM
Single or Dual (2nd SIM or SD card)

Single SIM - North America

Screen mirror Via CromeCast

Connectivity

Speakers Dual speaker, tuned by Dolby®

Headphone jack 3.5mm headset jack

Microphones 2 Microphones

Audio

Dimensions; weight 158.55*75.88* 9.2mm; est 188g

Water protection Water repellent design

Available colours Mystic Indigo

Design

Moto Experiences Moto Display, Moto Actions

Experiences

Size 6.4"

Resolution 1080 x 2300, FHD+

Aspect Ratio (ratio 19:9)

18W Charger head, Data cable, Headset – country dependent, SIM ToolIn box
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www.lenovo.com

Smarter technology for all

under optimal network conditions. Actual battery performance will vary and depends on many factors including signal strength, network and device settings, temperature, 
battery condition, and usage patterns. 3. Compared to the measured area of the main 78° (FOV) camera in the same aspect ratio. 4. As compared to a bass response on a single 
speaker, based upon internal testing against Motorola and select competitive single-speaker smartphones. Results may vary. 5. Android One phones will receive three years of OS 
upgrades.

Certain features, functionality and product specifications may be network dependent and subject to additional terms, conditions, and charges. All are subject to change without 
notice. MOTOROLA and the Stylized M Logo are registered trademarks of Motorola Trademark Holdings, LLC. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. 
©2019 Motorola Mobility LLC. All rights reserved. moto g8 pro is designed and manufactured by/for Motorola Mobility, a wholly owned subsidiary of Lenovo.Dolby, Dolby Audio, 
and the double-D symbol are trademarks of Dolby Laboratories.Qualcomm Snapdragon is a product of Qualcomm Technologies, Inc. and/or its subsidiaries.Android is a 
trademark of Google LLC. 1. In Quad Pixel mode, the 48 MP sensor combines 4 pixels into 1, for an effective photo resolution of 12 MP. 2. Battery must be substantially depleted; 
charging rate slows as charging progresses. All battery life claims are approximate and based on the median user tested across a mixed use profile (which includes both usage and standby time) 




